0. Introduction. A semigroup S is (uniquely) divisible if, for each xe S, and each positive integer «, there exists (a unique) ye S such that yn = x. In the unique case we write y=xlln. Uniquely divisible commutative semigroups, referred to in the sequel as UDC semigroups, have been characterized in [7] . Compact topological semigroups satisfying this hypothesis have been studied in [6] , [11], [12], and [13] . Material of a related nature occurs in [15] and [17] .
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[July compact semilattice has enough continuous homomorphisms into M to separate points remains unsolved. However, recent results of Lawson [20] , based partially on earlier work of L. W. Anderson, [1] and [2] , show that a large class of compact semilattices do have this property. Unfortunately, threads are also deficient as range spaces, even for compact UDC semigroups having trivial maximal groups. As is pointed out in [3] , the following semigroup on a two cell has no one-dimensional continuous homomorphic image: let S be the Rees quotient of U x M modulo the ideal consisting of those pairs having at least one zero coordinate. Since S contains an arc of idempotents, it is clear that the complex disk is also an unsuitable range space for S. Indeed, every nontrivial uniquely divisible continuous homomorphic image of S can be shown to be iseomorphic to S. Consequently, any candidate for a uniquely divisible range space must contain a copy of S. However, since each maximal group of S is trivial, it is clear that S itself is not a satisfactory range space.
With the above in mind, let Q be the universal solenoidal group [10] , and let F be the Rees quotient of the semigroup UxMxQ modulo the ideal / of all triples (u, m, q) such that «=0orm=0.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the semigroup F is a uniquely divisible range space for a large class of compact UDC semigroups.
On the other hand, the semigroup F is not a satisfactory range space for the class of all compact Abelian semigroups. For example, the semigroup C defined above has no nontrivial continuous homomorphisms into F. A more reasonable candidate for a range space for this class can be obtained by replacing U by C and Q by the circle group in the definition of B. We reinforce this notion by showing that B has sufficiently many continuous homomorphisms into this semigroup to separate points.
1. Preliminaries. We shall have occasion to use the following concept due to C. E. Clark [8] . Definition 1. Let {/,..., Tn} be a family of subsemigroups of a commutative semigroup S, each iseomorphic to [0, 1] under real number multiplication, and having a common identity and a common zero. The collection {Iu ...,Tn} is algebraically independent if there does not exist a partition of the integers {1,..., «} into disjoint, nonempty subsets A and F such that jeA jeB contains a nonidempotent element. It has been shown in [11] that, if each group in S is trivial, and if x $ E, then [x] = {xr : r is a positive rational number}* is iseomorphic to [0, 1] under real number multiplication. We shall refer to any such semigroup as a usual unit interval. Hence, if t is any nonnegative real number, then x' is a well defined element of [x] .
It follows readily that the standard rules of exponents are satisfied, and we shall use these without further comment.
If / is an ideal in a semigroup S, then the Rees quotient semigroup S/I is the semigroup derived by shrinking / to a single point which behaves as a zero ; if / is closed and Sisa compact topological semigroup, then it is well known that S/I is a topological semigroup.
We adhere to the usual conventions for topological semigroups as set forth in [24] . Specifically, A* will denote the topological closure of the set A, a clan will be a compact, connected topological semigroup with identity, H(e) will be the maximal subgroup containing an idempotent e, H= {J {H(e) : e e E(S)}, where E(S) is the set of idempotents of S. The empty set will be denoted by □• The natural quasi order on S is defined by x = j if and only if xeyS. Indeed, S is naturally totally ordered if the natural quasi order is antisymmetric and a total order. A semilattice is a commutative, idempotent semigroup. If S is a semilattice, then the natural quasi order on S is a partial order in which g.l.b. {x, y}=xy.
If S is a compact semigroup, then F(S), the space of closed subsets of S topologized in the usual manner, is known to be a compact topological semigroup under the induced multiplication of sets. Let F* denote the nonnegative real numbers and yV the negative real numbers. A subset S of Euclidean «-space is a positive cone (or simply a cone) if S is an additive subsemigroup of F such that P*S^S and NS n S ={0}.
It should be noted that S is not assumed to be metric in any of the main theorems ; dimension, when used in the topological sense, will mean inductive dimension. An iseomorphism is a homeomorphism and an isomorphism. Lemma 1. If S is a compact UDC semigroup, and if{e} u F^E(S), then Se/SFe is a compact UDC semigroup.
Proof. The only property to be checked is the uniqueness of divisibility in Se/SFe. Let t represent the natural map of Se onto Se/SFe, and suppose r(xn) Proof. This is proved in [20] .
If S is a compact uniquely divisible semigroup, then each of the sequences {x1"1} and {xn} contain unique idempotent cluster points ( [11] and [18] ). Denote the idempotent cluster point of {x1/n} by l(x) and that of {xn} by 0(x). Note that, although l(x) is an identity for x, 0(x) need not be a zero for x. Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from continuity of multiplication in S and the identities xllnylln=(xy)lln and xnyn = (xy)n. For part (c), note xy2 = (xy)y=(xz)y = (xy)z=xz2, whence x1,2y=x1,2z. Inductively, xllny=xllnz, and continuity of multiplication yields l(x)v=l(x)z.
The other equality follows similarly from the equations xny=xnz. Part (d) is an immediate consequence of the first portion of part (c).
Two elements a and b of a semigroup S are X-related if they generate the same principal left and right ideals. It is easily seen that this is an equivalence relation on S, and if S is commutative, then it is a congruence. If, in addition, S is a compact topological semigroup, then it is well known that the quotient space SjX is a topological semigroup in which H=E(SjX). This relation was first presented by J. A. Green; for details of its algebraic properties see [9] . The topological version has been studied extensively in [4] and [5] . We reserve the letter (j> for the natural map from S to SjX. It is easily seen that if 5* is compact and Abelian, and if a and b are X -related, then there exists he H such that a=bh.
Lemma 4. Let S be a compact Abelian semigroup, and let T= SjX, and let F be a closed subset o/ E(T). Then the Rees quotient semigroup TjTF is iseomorphic to the X-class quotient semigroup o/SjS(4>~\F) n E{S)).
where <f>* is induced by <j> and the natural maps a and ß. It is easily established by diagram chasing that if x and y are two elements of SIS{<f> ~ 1(F) r\ E(S)), then <f>*(x) = cj>*(y) if and only if x and y are ^-related.
2. Proof of the main theorem. We construct a continuous homomorphism of S into F separating two arbitrary distinct elements x and y of S by simplifying 5* in stages, relying primarily on Lemma 1. It will often be necessary to work in SjX, which has all the properties desired of S save (perhaps) that of being finite dimensional. This possible anomaly ofS/F? in no way affects the argument, however.
Theorem. Let S be a compact finite-dimensional UDC topological semigroup in which Horn (E(S), M) separates points. Then Horn (S, B) separates points(2).
Proof. The semigroup S x U/S x {0} has all the properties mentioned in the hypotheses above and includes, as Sx {1}, an iseomorphic copy of S. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that S is also connected and has a zero. Now fix distinct elements x and y of S. First reduction: We may assume l(x) = l(j>), and that l(x) is an identity for S. Indeed, let l(x) = e, l(y)=fi and assume e^f Then e/==e or ef+f. Assume ef+e, and note l(xe) = l(x) = e and l(ye) = ef By Lemma 1, the semigroup Se/Sef is a continuous homomorphic image of S of the proper type, and the images of x and y in this semigroup remain separated. Further, since y is mapped into the zero of this semigroup, it follows that any homomorphism of Se/Sef into B separating the image of x and zero will, by composition with the natural map from S to Se/Sef separate x and y. Hence, if x / e, then it is sufficient to separate the images of x and x2. If, on the other hand, x=e, then any nontrivial homomorphism of Se/Sef into B will separate the images of x and y. If Se/Sef consists only of idempotents, then, by Lemma 2, Horn (Se/Sef M) separates points and hence Horn (Se/Sef B) separates points. If there exists z e Se/Sef such that z^z2, then it suffices to separate z and z2 inF.
Hence we may assume that l(x) = l(y) = e, and by passing from S to Se by translation we may assume that e is the identity of S.
Second reduction: We may assume that, iffe E(S)\{0}, then xf^yf In particular, set F={/e E(S) : xf=yf}. Then, by Lemma 1, the semigroup S/SF has the properties required in the hypotheses of the theorem. Clearly neither x nor y belongs to SF, and thus the images of these elements in S/SF are separated. Finally, the algebraic properties of the Rees quotient semigroup show that multiplication by a nonzero idempotent in S/SF must leave the images of x and y separated. Hence, by renaming S/SF as S, we accomplish the second reduction.
Third reduction: For each nonzero idempotent e, we may assume H(e) is iseomorphic to H(l) under the translation homomorphism x->xe. To this end, choose e e E(S), e^O, such that H(e) has maximum dimension among the groups of 5. By way of the translation homomorphism, we may assume that e= 1 and hence that H(l) has maximum dimension among the groups of S. It is well known that any compact Abelian uniquely divisible topological group is iseomorphic to the Cartesian product of some number of copies of Q, the universal solenoidal group [10] . Since H(l) is finite dimensional, it follows that only finitely many copies of Q are needed to form H(l). Since Q, as the inverse limit of circle groups, has no (2) We are indebted to the referee for an instructive example showing that one step in the original proof required amplification.
proper nontrivial connected subgroups, it follows that there exists a relative neighborhood N of 1 in 77(1) such that A'contains no nontrivial connected subgroup of 7/(1). Now, for each e e E{S), let C(e)={ge 77(1) : ge=e). Note that C(1) = {1}, C(0) = 77(l), and each C{e) is a compact divisible (hence connected) subgroup of 77(1). Let F={e e E{S) : C(e)^{l}}. To see that F is a closed subset of S, let {ea} be a net in F converging to e. For each a, choose ga e C(ea)\N; the net {ga} must cluster to some element g in H(l)\N. By continuity of multiplication, ge = e, whence e e F. Finally, if e e E(S)\F, then C(e)={l}; since C(e) is the kernel of the continuous group homomorphism defined by translation by e, it follows directly that this mapping is an iseomorphism of 77(1) into 77(e). Since 7T(1) has maximal dimension among the groups of S, the quotient group H(e)jeH(l) is a connected zero-dimensional group and hence is trivial. It is immediate that the iseomorphism mentioned above maps 77(1) onto 77(e).
To complete the third reduction, form the semigroup SjSF. The nonzero maximal groups of this semigroup are iseomorphic copies of the maximal groups in S which are associated with idempotents in E(S)\F, and the algebra of the Rees quotient semigroup assures that S/SF inherits the properties set forth in hypotheses together with the ones accomplished by the first two reductions. Since x and y are not elements of SF, it is clear that their images remain separated in S/SF.
Fourth reduction : We may assume, i/ x e S\H, that 0(x) = 0. Note that the semigroup SjX = T satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem except possibly that of being finite dimensional, and that the natural homomorphism <f>: S-> Fis a closed monotone map. In the ensuing paragraph, we work exclusively in T.
Specifically, we show there exists an idempotent e e F and a closed subset C of idempotents of Fe\{e} such that if z e Te\E(T), then 0(z) e C. If there exists a nonzero idempotent e e F such that Te is all idempotents, then this condition is vacuously satisfied for the closed set C={0}. Otherwise, choose z e T\E(T). If the pair (l(z), 0(z)F(F)) fails to satisfy the desired properties of e and C, then there exists w e T-l(z)\F(F) such that 0(w) $ 0(z)-F(F). The elements w and wz are distinct nonidempotents, since 0(wz) = 0(w)0(z)<0(w) and l{wz)=l{w)l{z)=l{w). Proceeding inductively, we assume the existence of k distinct nonidempotents The function F is clearly continuous; we show that it is also one-to-one. Suppose "i(rx)a2(r2)-■ ■<yn+i{rn+i) = "Aßx)o2(s2)-■ -orn+1(sB+1). Reorder the family {o-J so that rt^Si, i=l, 2,..., k and ri>st, i=k+l, k + 2,..., n+ 1, and assume k<n + l. Let ft== st-r" i= 1,2, ...,k, and pi = rl-s¡, i=k+l, k + 2,..., « + 1. We then have
Set a equal to «^(/lKf/a)-• ■(rk(rk)ak+x(sk+x)-■ <r"+1(i«+i);
clearly {a1"1} converges to «, so that by Lemma 3, ak+x(pk+x)ok+2(pk+2)-■ ■ aTi+i(Pn+i) = <Ji(ti)a2(t2)' • -"Ah)-By passing to the semigroup Fand taking powers, we conclude 0(zfc+1)0(zfc+2)-• •0(z"+1)=0(z1)0(z2)-• -0(zfc), which is contradictory to the way in which zx, z2,..., zn+1 were chosen. Thus we must have k=n +1, whence
Again we resort to Lemma 3 to conclude ox(tx)o2(t2)-■ ■an+1(tn+1) = h, whence each Z, = 0. This shows that Fis one-to-one. Since F is a homeomorphism, the image of W is an « +1 cell in S, which contradicts our assumption that S is « dimensional. Hence there must exist a pair (e, C) in F such that z e Te\E(T) implies 0(z) e C.
To accomplish the fourth reduction, we now set/=<j>-1(e) n E(S), D = <j>~1(C) n E(S). It is now immediate that the semigroup Sf/SD has the desired property, as well as the properties achieved in reductions one, two, and three.
For each e e E(T), set P(e) = {zeT : l(z) = e) u {0}. Note that P(e) is a connected divisible subsemigroup of T with identity e, zero, and no other idempotents.
For each e e E(T), P(e) is a closed set. If z e P(e)\E(T), then [z] is iseomorphic to U; it follows from the arguments in the fourth reduction that, if dim5'=«, then in P(e) there are at most « algebraically independent semigroups of the form [6] as a k-cell whose bounding k-1 sphere V consists of e, 0, and all elements z*¿z22 ■ ■ ■ zrkk such that at least one rj = 0. Furthermore, the element z0 = ZiZ2-■ ■ zke R\V, and [z0]c\ F={e, 0}. It follows directly from arguments involving algebraic independence as exemplified in the proof of Theorem 1.5 of [6] that, for each p eP{e)\V, there exists q eP{e)\E{T) such that q e [p] ■ [z0] n V. Now let {pa} be a net in F(e) converging to p0. Since F is closed, we need only consider the case in which {/»«} is eventually in P(e)\R. Hence, for sufficiently large a, there exist qa e P(e)\E ( Fifth reduction : We may assume, for each e e F(F)\{0}, that R is iseomorphic to Re under the restriction of the mapping induced by multiplication by e. Set F= {e e E(T) : there exista, b e R, a ^b such that ea = eb}. It is easy to see that F, and hence F*, is an ideal in E(T). We show 1 £ F*; for suppose {eJ is a net in F converging to 1. Let {aa} and {ba) be nets in F such that eaaa = eaba. For each a, let aa = zr(a.i)zria,2)... zr<a,w an(J let iw«2í,,1)*í"'a)... ^«.w By using Lemma 3 as in the fourth reduction, we may "cancel" each z¡ from one side or the other of the equations eaaa = eaba to obtain nonnegative real numbers p(i, a) and decompositions of the integers l, 2,..., k into disjoint sets M (a) and N{a) such that This fact yields l(s)g= l(s)h, and by the third reduction, g = h.
We are now prepared to exhibit a one-to-one continuous function of S\{0} into from which it follows that >/j is well defined on S\E(S).
Rk x E(S) x H(l)
The function >p restricted to each semigroup of the form </>~1(P(e))\{0}, e e E{T), is precisely the function y defined in Theorem 2.2 of [6] . Hence it is a continuous isomorphism of <£-1(P(e))\{0} into Rk x {e} x 77(1). It now follows that </> is one-toone, since <l>(x) = >ji(y) requires l(x) = l(y), so that x and v both belong tô (PiXKx))), whence x=y.
It is immediate that <p is continuous on F(5)\{0}. Let {sa}, a e D, be a net in S\E(S) converging to s0eS\{0}. Set saaa = bal(sa)ga, where aa,bae Y\{0}, and ga e 77 (1) . By judicious choice of subnets we may assume the nets {aa}, {ba}, {l(sa)}, and {ga} converge respectively to a, b, e, and g, where a, be Y,ee E(S), and g e 77 (1) . Note that e^O, since otherwise {.ya} = {.v l(sa)} converges to 0, which is false. Also, el(s0)= l(s0), since, for each «, the equality eí¿/n=j¿,n follows from the convergence of the net {l(sa)slln}={Saln}.
We show next that a and b are not zero. For each a e D, set aa= n x?'** b«= n *í°'a>. each a e D. We now have (*) ti*«)™-n z<<i,a) = n ^«■a)^dfe)).
(1,«)eM U,a)eN
If the net {t(a)} clusters to zero in the real numbers, then let {t(y)} be a subnet converging to zero such that, for each i, {v(i, y)} converges to v(i) and {<f>(Syyir)} converges to y0 e T. For each integer n, the elements (f>(sy)1,n are eventually less than or equal to 4>(sy)tM in the natural quasi order of F. Since the natural quasi order is a closed relation on F, it follows that for each integer «, <j>(sQ)lln e Ty0, so that <j>(l(s0))= l(<t>(s0)) e Ty0. Note that v0 e E(T), since otherwise 1(<¿(í0)) = 0; hence l(cf,(so))yo = l(<f>(s0))-From continuity of multiplication and equation (*), we now have
Upon multiplying both sides of the above equation by l{(j>{s0)), we get (i(io)).n^i, = rizi,'<i,^(i^o)). Hence the net {/(<*)} does not cluster to zero, and therefore the net {r(a)} is a bounded set of real numbers. It now follows that each net {r(i, a)}, a e D, is bounded, and hence that the nets {aa} and {ba} can have only nonzero cluster points. Hence a and b are nonzero elements of Y.
We now have s0a = beg, where a, b e F\{0}, e e F(S)\{0}, and g e H(l). If s0eS\E(S), then convergence of {>p(sa)} to <p(s0) depends only upon establishing e = l(sa). For each integer « we have <p(so)1"i<p(a)lln = <p(b)llncl>(e). Hence <p(e) -l(4>(s0)) = <p(l(so)); since <j> is one-to-one on E(S), the desired result is obtained.
If s0 e E(S), then it must be shown that {p.</>(ba)-p.<p(aa)} converges to zero and that g=l. We establish the former by showing a=b. From s0a-beg we get (s0e)a = (s0e)bg. Furthermore, s0e^0, since otherwise {s0sa} converges to zero, which is false. Hence <f>(s0e)(f>(a) = <f>(soe)'p(b), which, by reduction five, implies <p(a)=<f>(b), and thus a=b.
To get g=l, note s0ea = (soea)g=(s0ea)gn, whence s0ealln=s0eallng, and so s0e=s0eg. But, by reduction three, multiplication by a nonzero idempotent is an iseomorphism on H(l), and so g-1. The continuity of </> has now been established in all cases.
The function ip is a homomorphism in the following sense : if s, t, and st are all nonzero elements of S, then <p(s)<p(t) = ip(st). This is easily verified from the definition of ip. However, even if S\{0} is a subsemigroup of S, it may be impossible to compactify the range of </< in such a way as to define a continuous multiplicative extension of </< on all of S. The remainder of the argument is concerned with a final alteration of S to remove this problem.
Let 7T be the projection of Ä"x£(S)xyY(l) into Rk, and let {xa} be a net in S\{0} converging to 0. We show that if the net {l(xa)} does not cluster to 0 in S, then the net M^OO)} in Rk must converge to oo. Indeed, by choosing subnets as in reduction five, we may assume there is a decomposition {M, N} of the integers 1, 2,..., k, and there are nonnegative real numbers p(i, a) so that xa n xf(ua) = n ^iua)Kxa)ga, for each z'eA/u yV, the associated net {p(i, ß)} must converge to />(/). Let a = hence 7nfi(w) e C. Since the natural map from S to S/SF leaves S \SF undisturbed, we thus have ^(z) e C, where fr is the projection of <J/(S/SF\{0}) into Rk. Hence we may consider that $ maps S/SF\{0} into CxE(S/SF) x H(l).
The cone C can be compactified by the addition of an ideal point {<*)} which acts as a zero [14] . We denote this compactified cone by Ck. In the semigroup Ck x E(S/SF) x H(l), let I=(Ck x {0} x H(l)) u ({<o} x E(S/SF) x H(l)). Clearly / is a closed ideal.
Let T) be the natural homomorphism of CkxE(S/SF)xH(l) onto the Rees quotient semigroup determined by /. Since <fi(S/SF\{0}) and / are disjoint, -q\j> is a continuous isomorphism. We extend this map to ext (r¡>fi) by sending the zero of S/SF into the zero of CkxE(S/SF)xH(l) modulo /. It has been shown above that if {x<J is a net in S/SF\{0] converging to 0, then either {l(xa)} clusters to 0 or {■7Ti(i(xa)} converges to oo. Hence ext (r¡íji) is continuous on S/SF. It is directly computable that ext (r¡t¡i) is an isomorphism. where fe Horn (U, C), g e Horn (M, M), h e Horn (Q, G), a and ß are natural maps, and (fxgxh)* is induced from B into D. Let x' = (u,m,q), y' = (v,n,r) such that a(x')=x and a(y')=y. Since x^y, these triples differ in at least one
